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INTERNATIONAL SECURITY SERVICES
Addressing Risk with Intelligence
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Company Profile:
Axis International Security Services (Ltd) is an International Security Operations
Security provider, along with its Security Training Company.
Collectively, the company boasts in excess of 50 years of experience in security,
operations risk and business intelligence, corporate and civil investigations and
due diligence explorations.
Mission Statement:
The fundamental mission of the company is to protect the life and property of the
customers we serve in a manner consistent with the highest ideals within our
industry. We strive towards providing a personalised, quality service whether our
clients or customers security concerns are residential or commercial, local or global,
large or small; we provide customised solutions to suit all needs, in all situations .
Philosophy:
We believe not only in providing clients with a safe and secure environment,
regardless of their requirements, but also in giving them value for money.
Therefore, rather than employ an excessive number of expensive Security
Operatives to undertake and oversee a project, we use a required number of
highly trained Executive Security Professionals trained & certified by our
company.
Undertaking a wide range of risk management capabilities, our personnel have
operated in troubled conflicts in:
• Iraq
• Afghanistan
• Africa
• The Balkans
• Europe
• Russian Federation
We are also responsible for security operations in the United Kingdom for
high profile clients, and are continuing to do so.
Security Industry Approved Contractor (SIA ACS Approved) Ref:
AXINSESC01
When it comes to protecting your buildings, staff and members of the public, you
can’t put a price on security or on the peace of mind that comes from knowing
you’ve got the best people in the private security industry working for you.
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Clients:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keltbray
Keltbray Rail Security
Aspire Rail
Thames Water
Thames Tideway Tunnels
Byrne Brothers
Browne Construction
Chorus
McNicholas
JMS
Fastflow
Cantillon
Service Soils
Jacksons Civil Engineering
Lundy Projects
ABC
Volker Rail

Working from Within:
The safety of our client, their assets and operation is always paramount. That is
why we invest quality time and effort in working closely with clients and local
communities relevant to an area of operation. As an organisation, we make a
point of developing a true understanding of local issues and clarifying local and
strategic advice before embarking on any project, regardless of the scale of risk
involved. We work hard to forge successful partnerships and mutual
understandings with communities so that we can provide a personal security
solution for foreign and local clients alike.
Experience and Expertise:
We comprise of four divisions, with experience and qualifications drawn from UK
Forces, Police Force and Security sectors. Each division offers expertise that
can be tailor-made to a client’s requirements:
•
•
•
•

Security Operations
Technical Security
Security Training
Close Protection & VIP Protection
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Service Offerings (in brief):
We provide comprehensive security arrangements and management for
personnel, operations and facilities. These include:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Risk Assessment & Planning (Security Survey)
Executive & VIP Protection
Man Guarding
Fire Marshalling
Traffic Marshalling
Event Security
Door Supervisors
Mobile Patrolling
Surveillance Investigations
Specialist Training
Maritime Security
Specialist Utilities Security

We have provided security services to clients, industry and commerce.
Personnel include security experts, intelligence experts and advisors local to the
area. Using up-to-the-minute security practices, standard operating procedures,
thereby ensuring that we have the cutting edge at all times.
Service Offerings (in detail)
Risk Assessment & Planning: (Security Survey)
Risk Analysis Surveys are designed to assess accurately vulnerable areas to
individuals, installations and routines and to then recommend suitable solutions
for counter measures.
We use the latest methods and technology to produce accurate and up-to-date
reports on political, criminal and extremist activity in commercial centres around
the world. We utilise the skills learned from our military and Police backgrounds to
offer the very best in risk assessment and planning. Our management team,
collectively have in excess of 50 years’ experience within the security field.
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Service Offerings (in detail)
Man Guarding:
We offer a static Level 2 security guard service using only licensed and fully
vetted security personnel. The scale of manned guarding assignments and
duties is wide ranging and our dedicated and highly trained security staff offer a
free consultation service to discuss your company’s individual security needs
that we then use to create a personal, tailored security package to match your
exact requirements.
We understand the increasing pressure on employers to provide a safe
environment for employees and customers alike and as such, all our security
personnel are highly trained to SIA standards on issues such as conflict
management and dispute resolution. In addition to this you will be getting trained
security personnel that have further training in First Aid, Fire Marshalling and Traffic
Marshalling. All our staff possess CSCS cards, and further qualifications in their
relevant field such as specialist Construction and Railway Security (PTS)
Service Offerings (in detail)
Security Mobile Patrolling:
Mobile Patrols provide a range of services including key holding & Alarm
response (both commercial and domestic), mobile patrols.
Our operators can provide you with a Key holding and Alarm Response Service,
which can include turning off all unnecessary electrical equipment, securing all
windows and fire exits, locking, and alarming the premises.
Our Service provides a complete low cost security solution ensuring stability and
continuity of business. The spot checks provided by our mobile patrol service
prevent criminal activity, as there is no pattern to when our officers patrol the
building. With barcodes placed at agreed inspection points, our operators read
these inspection points with their PDAs so a full record of when they patrolled the
site is recorded. Our Operators perform regular external and/or internal mobile
patrols, and opening and closing premises, as well as attending to alarm
activations.
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Service Offerings (in detail)
Specialists in Utilties and Construction Security
We specialise in Utilties and Construction Security. Since established, we have
provided security for many high profile clients within the Utilties and construction
industry, completing short and long term tasking catered for our customers’
needs. We have vast experience within the utilties and construction security
industry and can offer highly skilled, highly trained staff for deployment within
these specialist areas.
Over the last 3 years, over £50 million has been lost through theft of assets a nd
other crime within the Utilties industry and we believe that our services will
dramatically reduce any losses to clients through crime and other areas whereby
work time has been lost.
By having our staff present, it offers peace of mind and added safety to any rail or
construction project. We pride ourselves in this and can provide many
testimonials of our work from past and current clients. We utilise a number of
means when providing rail and construction security.
The quality of our staff is paramount and our back to basics approach ensures
that all staff is highly trained to the minimum standards required by the Security
Industry Authority and beyond.
The experience of our management team and staff ensures that all are converse
with current legislation regarding criminal law, utilties and construction guidelines,
procedures and policies.
Our staff are also trained to the requirements of any project that would be
discussed at the planning stage. All our staff are fully licenced in line with the
home office guidelines possess first aid qualifications, CSCS construction cards
and are put onto specialised training courses when required. The quality of our
staff, knowledge and experience of our management team ensures that any
project is delivered to the highest standards and we are always fully prepared for
any eventuality.
We also utilise the latest technology to assist our staff which has proven to be
extremely successful on previous and current tasks. The following is examples of
technology equipment we can implement on any project.
•

Sky Guard-Lone working device offers extra protection for personnel
working alone or on a high value site. This device is directly connected to
the 24 hour Control Room ensuring a quick response if required.

•

Body Cameras- These devices are an invaluable means of intelligence
and evidence gathering. They can also act as a deterrent to criminals. We
have utilised this facility on past projects and have worked with local
authorities to provide evidence gathered leading to successful convictions.
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•

Techtronic- This facility is currently implemented on one of our larger
projects and has proven to be a very useful tool when patrolling sites with
valuable assets. This equipment is also used by the transport for London
throughout their tube stations. Techtronic is a means of logging patrol
patterns. Sensors are strategically put around a site commonly in
vulnerable areas. When our staff patrol these areas, a fob is touched onto
a sensor that logs the time of patrol and is monitored by our operations
management team.

•

Medical Training- we provide specialist first aid training through our
training arm of the business. Our fully qualified and experienced instructors
have collectively years of front line experience and will deliver an array of
bespoke courses catered for any tasking.

We ensure that all necessary precautions are taken and that the most up-to-date
situation reports are received and thoroughly examined. Taking into account the
nature of our business and the relevant levels of risk at any given time, we
believe our fees to be highly competitive.
In addition, to onsite security guarding the above technology solutions are ways in
which we utilise technology with our general patrol duties. We have liaisons with
Police Services in any area we work and regularly work with authorities to achieve
the same common goal of safety and crime reduction/prevention.
Professional Fees:
Fees for any project will always be quoted; on an individual project basis.
If you would like more information on our services, the company’s expertise and
service offerings, please contact:
Axis International Security Services Limited (Ltd)
Mob:
+44 (0) 7967 562 970
Office:
+44 (0) 1372 235 489
DDI:
+44 (0) 1372 235 482
Free Phone: +44 (0) 800 193 1111
Office Address: Axis International Security Services
1st Floor Hillbrow House
Hillbrow Road
Esher
Surrey KT10 9NW
Email: pete@axis-international.com
Website: www.axis-international.com

